EANET newsletter # 03
You are so far away but so often in my mind....also in 2015. Happy new year
1. KROK University is organizing “Management battles”
Management battles. Every Wednesday a Business League of “KROK” University Alumni
Association conducts management battles. Entrepreneurs alumni, alumni, students, staff as well
as their friends and partners are participants of the event. The activity is based on the original
author's technique and integrates business, training and social approaches.The goal of the
event is development and improving of professional leadership skills, such as:Negotiations
skills,
Deep understanding of the situation and its development options forecasting, Skills of quick and
integrated assessment of individual qualities and hidden motivation of the partners and
counters, Ability to make the right strategic management decisions quickly, achieving the
expected result, Preparing for different situations in management and business environment.
"Battle field" for management battles is the conflict situation in which participants play the roles
of counters and defend their interests. 9 judges indicate strengths and weaknesses of the
participants. The presenter provides feedback to every participant of the battle, from the view of
the ability to face management issues.

From: KROK University, Galina Bogachenko
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2. Request to upload some documents later than 15/01/15
5 partners managed to upload their timesheets in time: They are ISU, KROK, KhNADU,
KhNURE and HvA. Compliments and big hugs for this!!!
3 partners asked for more time to arrange their administration. There were different reasons like
holiday’s, closed university worked very or too hard and take some time off. Thanks you for
sharing to me that there is a delay!!
We extend the period until 15th of February 2015 to upload all required documents for the
EANET / EACEA administration 2014.
Document that have to be uploaded are:
 Timesheets (only use the provided Excel!!)
 Convention form in MS Word format
 IMR in pdf!!
 Scanned invoices that support the IMR
From: Hogeschool van Amsterdam, Michael Tuguntke

3. Teachers and trainers of entrepreneurship at HvA made their own
music clip.
Maybe you like the music, maybe you like the film, maybe you recognize some people from our
meeting in Amsterdam. But for sure I’m proud of my daughter playing in this clip together with
her boy friend:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Gs2pNKtEPU
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4. Follow the payment process has been made easier

Sometimes we get the question if a payment already has been done. It was not clear what has
happened to mailed or uploaded RFP’s. Therefore we changed the map structure a little bit and
added a report where you can see in what stage a RFP is.
In the upper picture you see the new map structure as it it in the shared map. I hope the name
of the maps document themselves. In the file First Installment you can see which RFP’s already
have been: checked, send to HvA and when it paid by HvA. If you have any questions to this get
in contact with Michael.
From: Hogeschool van Amsterdam, Michael Tuguntke

Upload your copy for the next EANET newsletter 
before
29th of January 
here
.
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Appendix 1
If you follow this 
link
you open a form where you can put the updates you want to share.
Send copy via before

Edition

Send date

28/01/2015
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